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Single Sessions - Rank Classes in this Section in Order of Priority Starting with number 1

Mondays

________ An African Photo Safari

Thursdays

________ 2020 Pima County Medicare Update
________ A Cartoonists Perspective in 2019
________ Advance Directives, Informed Consent, Assisted Suicide, and the Slippery Slope
________ Approaching Poetry “On Little Cat Feet”
________ Are We Alone in Our Galaxy?
________ Art and Science - Ways of Knowing the Sonoran Desert
________ Birds of the Southwest-Part 2
________ Can It! Recycling Made Easy (and Why It’s Important)
________ Discover your Wildlife Refuge - Buenos Aires NWR
________ Estate Planning: Everything You Ever Wanted to Know
________ Google Maps and Apple Maps on iPhone and iPad
________ Leonard Cohen -- Beyond "The Future"
________ Mass Appeal: Overview of the Compositional Form of the Ages
________ Physics: The Time History of the Periodic Table of Chemical Elements
________ Supreme Court Decisions
________ The History, Culture and Benefits of Ballroom Dance
________ The Regional Transportation Authority - Working Together for a Better Future
________ The Tucson Botanical Gardens – An Urban Oasis
________ US Immigration - The Basics
________ What a State We’re In: Arizona's quirky Constitution and Us
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**Mondays**

- Ancient Mysteries: Maps, Portolan Charts and Khipus
- Beyond Studio 54: When Disco Ruled New York
- Book Discussion "American Nations" by Colin Woodard
- Calling Bulls**t
- Code Breaking, Purple Magic and USN Security Group
- eBay and Craigslist: Get Value from the Treasure in your Closet
- European Civilization 1648 - 1900
- Global Warming: How Serious Is It?
- Jazz Around the World
- Introduction to Playwriting
- News and Views, Horn
- Origin and Evolution of Our Universe
- Regulation of Artificial Intelligence Technology
- The Evolution of Cryptology and Its Impact on American National Security
- TMA Docents Art Talks VII
- What is a Quinoa: Getting to Know Healthful Foods

**Tuesdays**

- All About Ancestry.com DNA
- Anglo-Saxons After the Romans Left
- Consequences of Global Warming
- Documentaries to Make You Think
- Drawing for Fun
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- Exploring Shakespeare
- How Advertisers and Politicians Use the Science of Persuasion to Manipulate You
- Investing 101
- Living life in Balance: Creating a Realistic Plan for Everyday Life
- News and Views, Furman
- Poetry Writing
- Putting your Money Where Your Heart Is: ESG Investing
- Twelve Weeks to Improved Health - Really?
- Where You Were / Who You Were in 1989

Wednesdays

- Advertising and Consumer Psychology
- Becoming a Better Investor
- Following the Rogue Theatre 6, part 1
- Getting Active in Local Politics
- Great Structures of the World
- Inuit, Igloos and Ice: Eskimo Traditional Adaptations and Contemporary Interpretations of Environmental Change
- Middlemarch
- Painting America
- So, What IS Buddhism?
- TED: Ideas Worth Considering
- The Art of Contemplation - Exploring our inner being
- The Feast of the Goat by Mario Vargas LLosa
- The Reverse Bible: Religious Diversity in Ancient Israel
- UA Sarver Heart Center Presents
- Understanding Futures and Options
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World Music

Thursdays

Film Discussion Group
Intermediate Conversational Spanish
Introduction to Genealogy and DNA
Iran - Rise and Decline
OLLI at the Movies - the Marx Brothers
Poetry Reading & Discussion Class
Raising and Keeping the Healthiest and Best Behaved Pet
Reading the New Yorker
State of US Science Today and High Energy Physics after the CERN LHC
Supreme Court 2019-20: Politics, Preference and Principle
Traveling Off (and sometimes on) the Beaten Path
Understanding China
Walk ‘N Talk

Fridays

"I am Dynamite" An Introduction to the Life and Thought of Friedrich Nietzsche
12 Rules for Life - the Jordan Peterson Phenomenon
Astronomy / Geosciences
Chinese Music Appreciation
Digital Movie-Making on iPhone/iPad and Mac Laptop
Everyday Self-Defense - Habits of Awareness & Physical Defense Options
Growing Economic Inequality in the US - the facts and solutions
Intellectual History of the West Part II - Medieval
Intermediate Advanced Spanish
Intermediate Spanish
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- Optics in Your Life
- Separation of Powers and the theory of the Unitary Presidency
- The Development of Religions in America
- Western Philosophy